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Introduction

T
oday’s workforce is increasingly nomadic. Employees use 
personal and company-owned devices   desktops, laptops, 
tablets, and smartphones with various operating systems    

to access corporate resources over di erent networks from virtu-
ally anywhere. Roaming users and cloud-based applications have 
eroded the network perimeter where enterprises have tradition-
ally focused their security controls.

In the wake of this disruption, vendors o ered myriad point 
products that solve only a portion of the security problem. These 
products usually re uire costly custom integrations and high 
management overhead to boot.

aking matters worse, traditional security approaches can t 
address an evolving threat landscape that includes ransom-
ware, stealthy attacks that dwell in a customer s environment for 
months, and threats targeting iOS and Android devices. In fact, 
the mobile workforce is more vulnerable than ever before.

About This Book
Advanced Endpoint Security For Dummies, Symantec Special Edition, 
consists of nine chapters that e plore the following

 » The threat and vulnerability landscape, the attack life cycle, 
and a security framework for next-generation endpoint 
security hapter 

 » Next-generation endpoint protection technologies including 
machine learning, exploit prevention, behavior monitoring, 
and ore hapter 

 » Application isolation and control techniques such as 
endpoint hardening, blacklisting/whitelisting, and application 
isolation hapter 

 » he role o  deception in odern cyberwar are hapter 

 » Important detection and response capabilities including 
threat analytics, cloud-based threat intelligence, and 
re ediation hapter 
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 » he need to protect obile devices hapter 

 » he i portance o  e ective patch ana e ent hapter 

 » Endpoint security integration with enterprise systems such 
as web and email gateways, security information and event 

ana e ent IE  and tic etin  syste s hapter 

 » Endpoint security tips hapter 

And ust in case you get stumped on any acronyms or terms, you 
can refer to a helpful glossary in the back of the book.

Foolish Assumptions
ainly, I assume that you re an information technology leader, 

such as a chief information officer (CIO); chief information secu-
rity officer (CISO), director, or manager; or a network or systems 
engineer or administrator. As such, I wrote this book primarily 
for technical readers, but if you re not technical don t be alarmed.  
I still e plain any technical terms.

If any of these assumptions describe you, then this book is for 
you. If none of these assumptions describe you, keep reading any-
way. It s a great book, and when you nish reading it, you ll know 
a uite a few things about endpoint protection.

Icons Used in This Book
Throughout this book, I occasionally use special icons to call 
attention to important information. Here s what to e pect

This icon points out information you should commit to your non-
volatile memory, your gray matter, or your noggin   along with 
anniversaries and birthdays.

Tips are appreciated, never e pected   and I sure hope you ll 
appreciate these tips. This icon points out useful nuggets of 
information.
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These alerts point out the stu  your mother warned you about 
(well, probably not); they o er practical advice to help you avoid 
potentially costly or frustrating mistakes.

ou won t nd a map of the human genome here, but if you 
seek to attain the seventh level of nerd-vana, perk up. This icon 
e plains the argon beneath the argon.

Where to Go from Here
ith my apologies to Lewis Carroll, Alice, and the Cheshire cat

ould you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here

That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,  said the 
Cat   err, the Dummies an.

I don t much care where . . .,  said Alice.

Then it doesn t matter which way you go

That s certainly true of Advanced Endpoint Security For Dummies, 
Symantec Special Edition, which, like Alice in Wonderland, is also 
destined to become a timeless classic.

If you don t know where you re going, any chapter will get you 
there   but Chapter 1 might be a good place to start. However, 
if you see a particular topic that pi ues your interest, feel free to 
ump ahead to that chapter. Each chapter is written to stand alone, 

so you can read this book in any order that suits you (though  
I don t recommend upside down or backward).

I promise you won t get lost falling down the rabbit hole
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hapter 1

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Surveying the current threat landscape

 » Examining the attack cycle

 » e nin 	ne t eneration	endpoint	
security

Getting Started with 
Endpoint Security

I
n this chapter, you nd out about evolving threats and vulner-
abilities, the attack cycle, and a security framework for ne t-
generation endpoint security.

The Evolving Threat Landscape
Cybercrime is big business. Cybersecurity entures estimates that 
by 2021, cyberattacks will cause 6 trillion in damages worldwide. 
As attackers evolve their tactics and use ever more sophisticated 
techni ues to in ltrate networks, traditional security approaches 
are no longer ade uate to address the rapidly evolving threat 
landscape.

Attackers continuously adapt to organizations  defenses by cre-
ating new variants of malware designed to evade network and 
endpoint security. The 2018 Internet Security Threat Report (ISTR) 
shows an enormous number of malware variants   nearly two 
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million   being detected every day (see Figure 1-1). The report 
also found the following

 » Ninety percent of targeted attack groups are motivated by 
intelligence gathering.

 » Ransomware attacks increased 40 percent, and the number 
of ransomware variants was up 46 percent.

 » 7.1 billion identities have been exposed in data breaches in 
the last eight years.

 » One in 13 URLs analyzed at the gateway were found to be 
alicious  In  this nu ber was  in 

 » The number of newly discovered mobile malware variants 
grew by 54 percent from 2016 to 2017.

In addition to malware, threat actors are employing new tech-
ni ues and types of attacks, including

 » Ransomware attacks: Ransomware attacks, in which data 
on an infected machine is encrypted until a cryptocurrency 
ransom is paid, are trending upward as was evident with the 
WannaCry and Petya outbreaks (see the case study later in 
this chapter).

 » ivin off t e land	attac s  These types of attacks have 
become increasingly popular over the past several years. 

ttac ers use trusted o the shel  and pre installed syste  
tools to conduct these attacks. Many of these tools are 

FIGURE 1-1: The evolving threat landscape.
Source: Symantec ISTR Report, 2018
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ubiquitous and are used by system administrators for 
legitimate work. This makes it harder for defenders to 
completely block access to these programs and allows the 
attac ers to hide in plain si ht  Even when lo  files are 

enerated  it can be di cult to spot ano alies  yste  tools 
and co on cloud services are used or data e filtration to 
avoid raising any alarms. Even in the event that an attack is 
discovered  the livin o the land approach a es it di cult 
to attribute the attac  to a specific attac  roup  as all roups 
use si ilar techni ues and tools  he typical livin o the
land attack chain consists of the following:

• Incursion: This could be achieved by exploiting a remote 
code execution (RCE) vulnerability to run shell code 
directly in memory. More commonly, it’s an email with a 
malicious script inside a document or hidden in another 
host file such as a  file  he threat ay i ple ent 

ultiple sta es with downloader or sel decryptin  parts  
each o  which i ht ollow livin o the land techni ues  
Another method is misusing system tools by simply 
logging in with a stolen or guessed password.

• Persistence: After the endpoint is compromised, stage 
two ay or ay not be fileless with re ard to the 
persistence method. The threat may also not be persist
ent at all, depending on the attacker’s objective.

• Payload: The payload of the threat often makes use of 
dual use tools

 » Fileless attacks: here are our ain cate ories o  fileless 
attacks, as follows:

• Memory only threats  such as  la er

• Fileless persistence  such as V  load points in the re istry

• Dual-use tools, such as psExec.exe

• Non-portable-executable (non-PE) file attacks  such as ce 
documents with macros or scripts

Fileless attacks are sometimes referred to as non-malware or 
malware-free attacks  for e ample, when only dual-use tools are 
used, and no malware binary is dropped. Of course, this isn t le-
less because a le is involved  namely, one or more system tools. 
The point is that such attacks don t drop a custom-built malware 
binary, but they may drop grayware tools or scripts. ou could 
also call these attacks asymptomatic, because they don t e hibit  
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the usual symptoms users would e pect from an infection, such 
as a malicious le on disk.

There are also slight variations on these tactics, such as using 
BITSAdmin in macros to download a malicious payload or hiding 
a PowerShell script that is triggered through an SCT le refer-
enced in a registry run key. In some cases, stolen data is then 
e ltrated through legitimate cloud services, hiding the event in 
normal traffic patterns. Figure 1-2 describes a typical living-o - 
the-land attack chain.

Further compounding these challenges, a growing shortage of 
uali ed security professionals are available in the workforce, and 

they must master a dizzying array of security vendor point solu-
tions. These challenges have created a perfect storm with too few 
trained IT security personnel attempting to protect increasingly 
comple  operational environments against constantly evolving 
and increasingly sophisticated threats using dis ointed security 
point products.

Understanding the Attack Cycle
hether engaging a speci c organization or network in a targeted 

attack or pursuing a random target of opportunity, attackers per-
form a series of steps to achieve their ob ectives   known as the 
attack cycle (see Figure 1-3)

FIGURE 1-2:  typical livin o the land attac  chain
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 » Reconnaissance: The attacker explores the attack surface, 
looking to discover the systems, services, applications, 
people, vendors, and so on, that make up your environment.

 » Delivery: The attacker crafts and then delivers an attack. 
Often the delivery is achieved through email phishing, email 
attach ents  alicious lin s  a waterin  hole   or other 
removable drive.

 » Exploitation: The attack is initiated, and the network is 
breached.

 » Execution: The attacker will perform various actions in the 
network including:

• Establishing persistence: This ensures the attacker will 
be able to remain in the network, even if a component of 
the attac  is identified or e a ple  the attac ers will try 
to ensure their reverse shell is maintained across system 
reboots). This is frequently achieved by application 
shimming or embedding themselves in startup items, 
registries, Windows authentication packages, and so on.

• Escalating privileges: Privilege may need to be escalated 
to et access to critical assets  o e techni ues attac ers 
use include access token manipulation, AppInit dynamic 
link libraries (DLLs), application shimming, DLL injection, 
launch Daemon, and so on.

• Setup command and control: Given that every environ
ent is di erent  the attac er needs a eneral purpose 

remote access Trojan (RAT) or reverse shell to explore the 
environment and plan his next course of action. Command 
and control tra c is re uently encrypted and tunneled 
inside P or I  to avoid detection by the firewall

 » Lateral movement: The attacker traverses the internal 
network, looking for critical assets. He may potentially use 
the credentials he has obtained (via privilege escalation).

 » E ltration  After critical data is obtained, it’s frequently 
encrypted and transferred out of the network. Encryption 
used by an attacker often follows the encryption preferences 
and tools used in the enterprise  E filtration will re uently 
upload data to cloud services used by the enterprise, such as 
Box, Dropbox, Google Drive, and so on, to avoid suspicion 
and detection.
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CASE STUDY: JUNE 27 PETYA 
OUTBREAK
The Ransom.Petya outbreak, which hit organizations in the Ukraine 
and many other countries on June 27, 2017, is a good example of an 
attac  usin  livin o the land tactics

The ransomware exhibited some wiper characteristics and immedi
ately gained the attention of both security experts and the media 
because it was, among other propagation methods, exploiting the 

 Eternal lue vulnerability ust li e the headline rabbin  
WannaCry (Ransom.WannaCry) did one month earlier. The threat 
made use of a clever supply chain attack as its initial infection vector 
by compromising the update process of a widely used accounting 
software program.

Petya also makes heavy use of system commands during the infection 
process. Once executed, Petya drops a recompiled version of 

Du p ro  i i at  in a bit and bit variant  which is used 
to dump credentials from Windows memory. The account credentials 
are then used to copy the threat to the Admin$ share of any comput
ers the threat finds on the networ  ter the threat accesses a 
remote system, it executes itself remotely using a dropped instance of 
PsExec.exe and the Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) 
command line tool wmic.exe:

wmic.exe /node:[IP Address] /user:[USERNAME] /password:[PASSWORD] 

process call create "C:\Windows\System32\rundll32.exe \"C:\Windows\

perfc.dat\" #1 60”

FIGURE 1-3: The attack cycle.
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A	Security	 ra e or 	for	 e t
Generation Endpoint Security

To address increasingly sophisticated threats that target endpoints, 
a new security framework for endpoint security that goes beyond 
antivirus protection is needed. Comprehensive ne t-generation 
endpoint security must include, in a single agent, the following 
capabilities and technologies

 » Prevention re er to hapter  : ayered endpoint security 
oes beyond si nature bloc in  to use si nature less 

technologies such as advanced machine learning (AML), 
behavioral analysis  e ory e ploit iti ation  and  
emulation, with traditional technologies such as intrusion 
prevention, reputation analysis, and application and device 
control.

In order to hide its tracks on the compromised computer, the threat 
deletes various system logs by using the wevtutil and fsutil commands:

wevtutil cl Setup & wevtutil cl System & wevtutil cl Security & wevtutil cl 

Application & fsutil usn deletejournal /D %c:

Petya then creates a scheduled task so that the computer restarts 
into the odified  and per or s the final encryption tas :

schtasks /RU "SYSTEM" /Create /SC once /TN "" /TR "C:\Windows\system32\
shutdown.exe /r /f" /ST 14:42

This case is a classic example of system tools being used during an 
attack. Many system administrators are now looking into disabling 
remote PsExec execution or restricting WMI access in order to defend 
against the same attack pattern in the future.

alware usin  I isn t a new occurrence  ast year  y antec 
observed an average of 2 percent of analyzed malware samples 
making use of WMI for nefarious purposes, and the upward trend is 
clearly continuing.
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 » Application isolation and control chec  out hapter  : 
Harden the endpoint against cyberattacks with complete 
visibility into the application attack surface, by isolating 
suspicious applications and protecting trusted applications 
from vulnerability exploits.

 » Deception head to hapter  : urn the tables on attac ers 
by deploying baits and decoys at scale to gain insights into 
attackers’ intent and discover the tools and techniques 
they use

 » Detection and response see hapter  : Per or  incident 
investigations and remediation leveraging a single agent for 
protection and endpoint detection, and the other layered 
capabilities mentioned in this chapter. Ensure roaming 
users  ac  and inu  devices can be supported without 
the overhead of an additional persistent agent. Ensure 
access to global telemetry to proactively identify advanced 
and tar eted attac s  oo  or a ents with built in re edia
tion that quickly delete malicious objects and all associated 
artifacts.

 » Mobile threat defense re er to hapter  : se a layered 
mobile threat defense approach to proactively identify and 
protect devices from malicious apps. Look for capabilities 
that detect novel and advanced threats including static and 
dyna ic analysis  achine learnin  and detection o  specific 
indicators or compromise.

 » Endpoint vulnerability and patch management (head to 
hapter  : hen loo in  at endpoint security solutions  

consider providers that can also address endpoint vulner
ability and patch management. Automating the detection 
and remediation of security vulnerabilities is critical.
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hapter 2

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Utilizing advanced machine learning

 » Preventing zero-day exploits in your 
network

 » loc in 	 alicious	 le	and	application	
behavior

 » oo in 	at	 re alls	and	intrusion	
prevention

 » Using threat intelligence to determine 
le	reputation

 » Exposing unknown malware in a virtual 
sandbox

 » Maintaining control of applications and 
devices

 » Taking endpoint protection to the cloud

Next-Generation 
Endpoint Protection 
Technologies

E
ndpoint protection has come a long way since the days of 
signature-based antivirus software. This chapter explains 
next-generation endpoint protection technologies necessary 

to protect all your organization’s endpoints against the sophisti-
cated cyber threats of today and the future.

All the next-generation security technologies that I discuss in this 
chapter are used to protect the endpoint against modern, sophis-
ticated threats. However, remember that these technologies all 
complement traditional antivirus (AV) engines in a complete end-
point protection solution.
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Much like everyday household soap kills 99 percent of all bac-
teria, traditional A  is still e ective at preventing 99 percent of 
all malware infections. Next-generation security technologies 
protect the endpoint against the more sophisticated and poten-
tially more dangerous one percent: zero-day threats and other 
advanced malware and exploits.

Understanding Machine Learning
Advanced machine learning (ML) is most useful for detecting 
unknown threats or evolving threat families (refer to Figure 2-1). It 
uses mathematical techniques across huge datasets to build models 
for interpreting actions and events for decision-making. As a result, 
if a variant of known malware surfaces, advanced ML is generally 
smart enough to detect it for zero-day protection. In the attack cycle 
(refer to Chapter 1 for more information about the attack cycle), it 
works during the early part of delivery, to prevent threats from 
infecting a target endpoint.

The quality of the dataset that trains advanced ML determines the 
e ectiveness of the technology. The power and scale of a global, 
real-time, cloud-based threat intelligence network enhances 
this e ectiveness and helps enable advanced L to detect large 
classes of malware with a low false positive rate.

FIGURE 2-1: Advanced machine learning blocks unknown threats and 
mutating malware.
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Preventing Exploits
Many targeted attacks increasingly use zero-day exploits to take 
advantage of known or recently discovered vulnerabilities in pop-
ular software like Internet Explorer, Adobe Flash, or Microsoft 
Office (see Figure 2-2).

Symantec Endpoint Protection 14 (SEP 14) introduces Memory 
E ploit itigation, a key capability that can signi cantly reduce the 
time to protect in dealing with zero-day exploits. Memory Exploit 
Mitigation is signature-less and hardens the operating system to be 
able to stop an attack regardless of the aw, bug, or vulnerability 
in the software. This protection is available on day zero, instead of 
waiting for a patch from the vendor to be released and applied, which 
can leave organizations vulnerable for several weeks or months.

Monitoring Behavior
Behavioral monitoring compares the actions of les or network 
packets to a list of accepted or suspicious actions. It uses arti -
cial intelligence (AI), custom behavioral signatures, and lockdown 
policies (see Figure 2-3) to monitor normal le and script  behavior 

FIGURE 2-2: Zero-day attacks often exploit unpatched vulnerabili-
ties for weeks or months until patched.
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as it e ecutes in real-time, identifying and blocking  anomalous    
and potentially malicious   le behavior. This protection pro-
vides a line of defense against threats such as system changes 
and suspicious behavior of unknown les as well as trusted ones. 
By identifying deviations from the norm, it uses intelligence to 
decide whether an anomaly poses a threat or can be ignored.

Examining Intrusion Prevention  
and Firewalls

Host-based intrusion prevention systems (HIPS) and personal 
rewalls are an important component of endpoint security. HIPS 

detects potentially malicious network traffic that matches pre-
con gured signatures and blocks or drops the traffic based on 
custom rules.

A personal rewall provides packet ltering and stateful inspec-
tion of traffic and allows or blocks connections based on precon-

gured rewall rules. Almost all enterprise networks use rewalls 
and intrusion prevention systems (IPS) on the network, but HIPS 
and personal rewalls e tend the security of these technologies to 
the endpoint   both on and o  the corporate network. According 
to Symantec, IPS was found to be particularly useful in preventing 
the spread of the WannaCry ransomware outbreak.

Considering File Reputation
File reputation services utilize real-time, cloud-based threat 
intelligence to uickly inspect, analyze, and classify les based 

FIGURE 2-3: Behavioral monitoring stops zero-day and unknown threats.
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on numerous criteria, including age, download frequency, source, 
and other security metrics such as associations with malware 
(refer to Figure 2-4). Uni ue signatures are created for every le 
that is scanned (without e posing the data in the les), and big 
data analytics are then used to determine whether a le is good, 
bad, or unknown.

Comprehending Emulation
Attackers use sophisticated tactics to hide malware, hoping the 
endpoint protection solution won’t detect it until it’s too late. 
Emulation technology foils malware’s attempts to evade detec-
tion using polymorphic custom packers by unpacking les in a 
virtual environment that emulates OS API. Polymorphic malware 
are thus tricked into thinking that they’re running on the actual 
OS. They start to unpack, revealing the malware family, which can 
then be identi ed (check out Figure 2-5).

A polymorphic virus is a virus that changes its appearance in host 
programs. For instance, it encrypts its body with a di erent key 
each time and prepends a decryption routine to itself. The decryp-
tion routine (known as the decryptor) is mutated randomly across 
virus instances, so as to be not easily recognizable. A metamorphic 
virus, by comparison, is a virus that also changes its appearance in 
host programs; however, it does so without necessarily depending 
on encryption. The di erence in appearance comes from changes 
made by the virus to its own body.

FIGURE 2- : Age, frequency, and location are used to expose unknown 
threats with file reputation analysis
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Eyeing Application and Device Control
Application and device control (refer to Chapters  3 and  6 for 
more information) enables organizations to explicitly allow or 
block speci c applications from running on endpoints, including 
mobile devices.

Reducing Costs and Complexity with a 
Single Agent Architecture

Deploying, maintaining, and managing multiple agents is cum-
bersome and expensive. IT organizations sometimes end up 
deploying four or more endpoint agents to implement the end-
point security technologies that I discuss earlier in this chapter. 
Look for an endpoint security solution that integrates all these 
technologies with a single agent architecture. At the same time, 
the single agent should have high performance and shouldn’t 
hamper user productivity.

FIGURE 2- : E ulation technolo y si ulates file e ecution in a virtual 
environment to cause threats to reveal themselves.
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Extending Endpoint Protection  
to Cloud Workloads

Enterprises are rapidly adopting public cloud services such as 
Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud 
Platform to increase business agility, relieve pressure on under-
sta ed IT departments, and reduce costs associated with running 
an on-premises data center.

any public cloud providers o er security certi cations for 
their  infrastructure up to the hypervisor level (security of the 
cloud); however, the shared responsibility model of security (refer 
to  Figure 2-6) means that customers are still responsible for pro-
tecting any workloads running on that infrastructure (security in 
the cloud) against vulnerability exploits and malware.

While some enterprises choose to go all in with the public cloud, 
most are pursuing a hybrid cloud approach   using a combina-
tion of public cloud, private cloud, and on-premises resources and 
infrastructure to deliver applications and services to employees 
and customers.

Complications arise when businesses begin migrating workloads 
to the cloud and quickly discover that a lift-and-shift approach 
to security often fails, especially in the public cloud. Modern 

FIGURE 2- : Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) provider shared responsibility 
model of security.
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operational practices must encompass DevOps continuous deliv-
ery work ows that are central to agile application delivery, work-
load scalability, and efficient public cloud operations.

The concept of DevOps combines modern cloud-native tools, phi-
losophies, and practices toward a common goal of increasing the 
speed of applications and services delivery, along with their elas-
ticity in the cloud. This provides a competitive advantage when 
serving their customers and employees.

To secure cloud deployments with the same efficacy and reli-
ability as on-premises workloads, enterprises are often forced 
to consider the purchase of additional security solutions and hire 
additional operations personnel and security analysts to formu-
late and apply policies, respond to alerts, and remediate threats. 
What enterprises need is a security solution that allows them to 
discover, monitor, and protect all their workloads across their 
entire hybrid cloud   ideally from a single, efficient console.

Symantec Cloud Workload Protection (CWP) allows organizations 
to secure their critical workloads wherever they are   public 
clouds, private clouds, and physical on-premises data centers   
all from a single cloud-based console. CWP automates workload 
security, providing discovery, visibility, and protection against 
malware and zero-day threats. CWP uses SEP 14 anti-malware 
engines and advance machine learning technologies to protect 
hybrid cloud workloads.
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hapter 3

I 	T IS	C A TE

 » reventin 	 leless	t reats	 it 	
application isolation

 » Applyin 	 ero trust	 odel	to	applications

 » Co inin 	 lac listin 	 itelistin 	and	
application isolation

Application Isolation 
and Control

I
ncreasing layers of defense in enterprise networks have forced 
attackers to change their approach, using leless attack tech-
ni ues that are more difficult to detect by traditional means.

This chapter explores how application isolation can help you 
achieve a more holistic, layered approach to your endpoint and 
network security.

eco ni in 	t e	 eed	for	 
Application Isolation

Attackers are increasingly taking advantage of applications that 
have already been installed on endpoints to achieve their attack 
ob ectives. They e ploit vulnerabilities in common applications 
and use scripted content in document les to hide their activ-
ity in trusted applications. They re running attacks directly in 
memory and persisting in registry keys, using common scripting 
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languages, such as PowerShell, WMI, JavaScript, WScript, and 
so on, to avoid raising any suspicions. And because they aren t 
uploading malicious e ecutables or les to the endpoint, tradi-
tional le-based detection methods are ine ective in detecting 
and preventing these types of attacks.

To defend against these living-o -the-land tactics, application 
isolation complements anti-malware detection by proactively 
blocking malicious behavior using a zero-trust model for well-
known and possibly suspicious applications.

nderstandin 	 y	Trusted	Applications	
Are	t e	 is iest

any applications are critical for your day-to-day business 
 operations and employee productivity. These include browsers, 
email clients, productivity applications (such as icrosoft Office), 
platform tools (such as ava), and common development tools 
(such as isual Studio), among others. ost of these applications 
contain vulnerabilities that an attacker can e ploit to take control 
over that application and get a foothold into your endpoint and 
ultimately your network.

Some documents, such as icrosoft ord, E cel, and Adobe PDF 
les, also allow scripted content, which means an attacker can 

run malicious code from seemingly harmless documents. any of 
these applications use elevated privileges, particularly those that 
run in the conte t of privileged admin users. As a result, when 
attackers take control over these applications, they have unre-
stricted access to the endpoint. Attackers can use a compromised 
application to download a malware payload and then execute it 
within the conte t of that trusted application.

itigating some of these issues is possible by patching applica-
tions and upgrading them to the latest versions. However, rolling 
out patches or updates can be challenging in large environ-
ments. Plus, given how fre uently zero-day vulnerabilities are 
discovered, even the most disciplined software update process 
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has trouble keeping up. Therefore it s critical to adopt proac-
tive defensive measures that prevent attackers from exploiting or 
tampering with vulnerable applications to breach the endpoint.

reventin 	Attac s	fro 	All	An les
The threat continuum paradigm (see Figure  3-1) is a useful 
way to analyze the right protection strategy for di erent threat 
vectors.

ou can broadly classify the les and applications on your end-
points as follows:

 » T reats

 » otential	t reats

 » n no n

 » otentially	 ood

 » no n	 ood

An e ective endpoint security strategy will deliver protection 
along the entire threat continuum: Threats should be blocked and 
eliminated immediately, potential threats and unknown applica-
tions should be monitored to identify and then stop the behavior 
that could harm the operating system or other applications, and 
potentially good and known good applications should be protected 
from e ploits and monitored to prevent leless attacks.

FIGURE 3-1: The threat continuum.
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E ecuting an e ective endpoint strategy re uires a solution that 
combines multiple controls across the threat continuum (see 
 Figure 3-2), including

 » lac listin  follows a default “allow” model, permitting 
everything to execute freely, unless it has been characterized 
as bad. This model enumerates the applications, processes, 
scripts, and so on, that are known to be malicious and 
eli inates the  as soon as they re identified with hi h 
fidelity  I  they re not characteri ed as bad  they re assu ed 
to be good and are permitted. This has been the preferred 
security model for endpoints, such as end-user desktops and 
laptops that frequently change because it’s easy to deploy 
with si ple and e ective policies  lac listin  is e ective at 
eliminating known threats, but it’s not optimized to catch 
well-known applications that have been compromised and 
are performing malicious actions.

 » itelistin  follows a default “deny” model, allowing only 
the applications that are whitelisted, in a policy, to run. 

othin  else is trusted or allowed  which a es it e ective at 
reducing the overall attack surface. This model typically 
works well for environments that don’t change frequently, 
but if it’s well managed, it can also be used for potential 
threats that change frequently. Whitelisting also catches and 
prevents zero-day threats if they fall outside of what’s 
allowed; however, it won’t stop threat activity being per-
formed by a whitelisted application.

 » Application isolation follows a zero-trust model; it builds on 
whitelist security to allow not just approved applications but 
also restricts the behavior of approved applications. For 
e a ple  an application isolation policy could define the 
acceptable networ  connections  file activity  re istry activity  
and so on of an application, so it’s restricted to known good 
behavior. Non-whitelisted applications could be allowed to 
run but with very severe restrictions. This model is highly 
e ective or reducin  the overall attac  sur ace  It can also 
mitigate zero-day threats by restricting an allowed applica-
tion from doing something malicious, such as making 
changes to protected system settings or applications.
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FIGURE 3-2: Mapping security controls across the threat continuum.

AI S	A 	CAST ES	I 	ACTI
Symantec Endpoint Protection (SEP) combines blacklist, whitelist, and 
application isolation security models to provide comprehensive multi-
layered protection against evolving threats targeting your endpoints.

SEP allows you to tune threat detection engines collectively, so you 
can e ectively bloc  a ainst threats and detect potential threats in the 
continuu  For a file that is identified as a threat  intensive protection 
will delete or uarantine the file to stop it ro  doin  any da a e

For an application that is classified as a potential threat or un nown  
intensive protection will a  the file as suspicious and hand it o  to 
application isolation, a key feature of the add-on product, Symantec 
Endpoint Protection Hardening.

Application isolation can run these suspicious apps in what’s called jail 

mode see the ollowin  fi ure  which allows an untrusted application 
to e ecute within a ail li e environ ent  It allows the application to 
run with limited privileges to protect the operating system and other 
good applications from any harm or tampering via such untrusted 
application  It can contain ite s opened ro  an untrusted source 
(for example, email or web) to mitigate risk they may pose and restrict 
these applications to only good behavior (expected and permitted 
application operations). The same treatment can be applied to poten-
tially good applications, which are often applications that may not 
exhibit suspicious behavior but don’t have a credible reputation yet to 
trust them entirely. Application isolation can run these applications in 

(continued)
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what’s considered an ankle-bracelet type of jail where their behavior 
is largely unrestricted but some privileged operations, like modifying 
the operating system or installing new applications, will be prevented.

Application isolation can also protect known good (whitelisted) appli-
cations, running them in castle mode to fortify these trusted applica-
tions and protect them from exploitation and tampering through a 
layered security approach. First, SEP’s Memory Exploit Mitigation 
engine protects an application’s process from a wide spectrum of 
exploit techniques against known and unknown vulnerabilities. Next, 
in the extreme event that an attacker gains control of an application’s 
processes, the attacker won’t be able to use its process privileges to 
install new software, change the system settings, or modify other 
application processes or resources, as such processes would be 
restricted from executing. All the operations that the application 
 doesn’t typically need to perform are blocked by the isolation policy. 
Note: The end user doesn’t perceive any change when using the appli-
cation, unless the application engages in malicious behavior. This 
re uire ent is critical or e ective application isolation and ensures 
security doesn’t come at the cost of productivity.

Case	study	 	 sin 	application	isolation s	 ail	 ode	to	prevent	a	
eaponi ed	syste 	utility

ro le  Jen, an end user, is looking for a utility to speed up her lap-
top’s performance. She visits a popular downloader website to check 

(continued)
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out a few utilities and downloads the SpeedUp.exe app. Jen is obviously 
unaware that SpeedUp.exe is weaponized and will modify the 

indows pro y settin s to redirect eb tra c to an attac ers server

Solution  Application isolation neutralizes this threat and prevents 
the attacker from gaining a foothold on the endpoint.

o 	it	 or s  As soon as SpeedUp.exe is downloaded, SEP performs 
an e haustive analysis o  the file  he intensive protection en ine deter-
mines that SpeedUp.exe is suspicious (also known as a potential threat) 
but not confir ed to be alware  s a result  when the user launches 
the SpeedUp.exe application, application isolation automatically runs 
SpeedUp.exe in jail mode. While running in the jail, SpeedUp.exe can 
render its user interface and examine system performance, as long as 
it’s not attempting to read or modify any protected operating system 
resources. However, when SpeedUp.exe attempts to modify the 
Windows proxy settings, by accessing the system registry, the jail will 
block the operation instantly and generate a security event. Jen will get a 
notification indicatin  that peed p e e was bloc ed ro  odi yin  
the operating system, but she can continue to run the utility for its 
system performance functions. Note: EP could be confi ured to pre-
vent the download o  any e ecutable files ro  the Internet  owever  in 
this e a ple  EP was confi ured to allow all files to be downloaded to 
de onstrate how ailin  addresses the threat see the ollowin  fi ure

ene ts  Application isolation dynamically jails suspicious applica-
tions and prevents any malicious changes to the endpoint, so Jen can 
continue to work, without putting her endpoint or the network it con-
nects to at risk.

Case	Study	 	 sin 	application	isolation s	castle	 ode	to	prevent	
a	 leless	attac 	usin 	 S	E cel

ro le  Sam receives a spear phishing email with a project quote 
from an attacker pretending to be a vendor with whom he regularly 
works. The email contains an attachment, QuoteForReview.xlsx, which 

(continued)
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is a weaponized document. When the document is opened in MS 
Excel, the spreadsheet looks deceptively similar to the quotes he nor-
mally receives. Sam gets tricked into disabling MS Excel’s protected-
view mode with an instruction that macros should be enabled for the 
quote’s numbers to show up accurately. The sophisticated macro 
then runs a Visual asic script that constructs a Power hell script 
usin  snippets o  code ro  the  file and runs the script usin  
Windows PowerShell (a commonly used system tool on Windows). 

his initiates the attac  se uence — the Power hell script co uni-
cates with the attacker’s hosted Command & Control (C2) server to 
download additional tools that are used to extract credentials, con-
duct network reconnaissance, and move laterally to other endpoints.

Solution  SEP Hardening can prevent a known good application from 
introducing a threat to the environment.

o 	it	 or s  With SEP Hardening, Microsoft Excel runs in a castle 
that protects it from being tampered with and restricts its behavior. 
When Sam opens the weaponized XLS document, Excel will be able to 
render the docu ent content  owever  when the  file atte pts to 
construct a Power hell script file or run the script usin  the Power hell 
utility, the castle will block the operation because MS Excel is neither 
allowed to create files o  certain types nor launch any e ecutables  par-
ticularly scriptin  tools li e Power hell re er to the ollowin  fi ure

ene ts  pplication isolation can render the fileless attac  useless  
protecting Sam’s device and eliminating the progression of the attack.

(continued)
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hapter 4

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Looking at honeypots, endpoint 
deception, and bait

 » Recognizing the role of deception in 
disrupting the attack cycle

The Art of Deception

A
lthough endpoint and network security solutions protect 
you from being compromised, deception mitigates the 
e ects of a compromise by detecting it early and helping to 

identify the attacker’s objectives and tactics, which helps organi-
zations coordinate a faster, more e ective, and better response. 
This chapter looks more closely at the art of deception.

Eyeing the Evolution of Deception
Deception isn t a new concept. History has many e amples of 
deception in nature and warfare. any animals have developed 
sophisticated camou age techni ues to trick predators into pass-
ing them by, and some of the world’s best wartime strategists 
have used deception to create an advantage over their enemies 
(for e ample, the Tro an horse). hen it comes to cybersecurity, 
deception can be used to trick attackers into doing something dif-
ferent than what they intend.

Initially, cybersecurity deception started with simple network 
honeypots. These honeypots emulated a subset of a system’s func-
tionality, which was enough to fool script kiddies, but not sophis-
ticated attackers. The limited capabilities (for e ample, a database 
that had a couple of relational datasets but couldn’t do bulk 
uploads) made the systems easy to spot and avoid. Organizations 
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could try to improve the deception and increase the probabil-
ity that an attacker would be fooled with larger deployments of 
honeypots, sometimes called a honeynet or honeyfarm, that added 
functionality and interaction comple ity within a completely 
 di erent, isolated subnet.

The more believable the fake network, the better chance it had 
to lure attackers into interacting with it to keep them away from 
the real resources. Unfortunately, it re uired a lot of time and 
e pertise to deploy, manage, and maintain all the hardware and 
software needed to create a believable, isolated subnet   with all 
its fake credentials, databases, web servers, vulnerable systems, 
and content. These re uirements made honeynets impractical or 
unsustainable for most organizations.

To put deception on individual endpoints, organizations tradition-
ally had to rely on the reachability of the endpoint. This depen-
dence uickly became complicated and unwieldy for  endpoints 
behind rewalls, pro ies, network address translation (NAT), or 
virtual private networks ( PNs). The challenge of reliably deploy-
ing and monitoring deception on endpoints within a large, dis-
tributed environment has led most vendors to focus on network 
deception, rather than endpoint deception.

Symantec currently secures more than 350,000 customers, with 
175 million endpoints   all these customers can now work with 
Symantec to turn on deception and deploy the high-interaction 
bait that is integrated in the SEP family to dramatically improve 
attack detection.

Because you know what your critical assets are and where they’re 
located, you can e ploit this knowledge to mislead attackers tar-
geting your organization. ou can deploy a wide variety of bait 
throughout your environment to trick attackers into revealing 
their attack ob ectives and techni ues. Some e amples of bait 
include the following:

 » a e	 les  ou can create a e files to entice an attac er out 
into the open  hin  o  how attractive a onfidential er er  
docu ent would be on your E s des top  a Fundraisin ycle  
docu ent on your F s des top  or a alary  spreadsheet on 
your hu an resources server  he options are endless
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 » a e	credentials  ou can create and distribute a e 
passwords throu hout syste s to a e it easy to identi y an 
attac er  any atte pt to use one o  the a e passwords is 
evidence o  alicious activity  dvanced  hi h interaction 
deception syste s can enable an attac er to lo  into a 
controlled syste  with a a e password and interact to 
reveal his tactics and true intent

 » a e	net or 	s ares  ou can use a e networ  shares on 
des tops to pro pt attac ers into interactin  with resources 
to reveal the selves  ny en a e ent with these networ  
shares  such as clic in  to open  copyin  files  and so on  
indicates an attac

 » Cac ed	ite s  ou can use a e cache entries  such as a 
do ain na e syste  D  cache  re ote access tool 
caches  such as re ote des top protocol DP  and virtual 
networ  co putin  V  and so on  to islead an attac er 
and identi y their potential tar ets

 » a e	endpoints  ou can a e a e nodes on the networ  
visible to te pt an attac er into tryin  to access that 

achine re otely  ecause the endpoint is a e  you now 
that as soon as so eone tries to access it  it s an attac

Deception can be more art than science; it’s a game of evasion 
and counter-evasion. The key is to ensure the bait blends into 
your environment, so attackers will interact with it and reveal 
themselves.

Seeing the Need for Deception
hy do you need deception when you have so many other layers 

of defense already in place? Because you need to cover all your 
bases. Attackers are increasingly sneaky. Stealing user credentials 
is a top method for how they in ltrate networks. In addition, they 
use tools that are already installed on targeted computers. These 
i i g o t e d t ctics often don’t load malware and don’t 
create new les on the device s hard disk (they run directly in 
memory). In addition, today s attack surface continues to grow 
and change. Deception can complement endpoint and network 
defenses, adding dynamic security mechanisms that can be cus-
tomized for every environment.
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To combat increasingly sophisticated attacks, you need a variety 
of mechanisms in place to help you close the window of opportu-
nity for attackers and shut down some of the attack vectors they 
are using, such as:

 » Social components

• Forty three percent o  the  security incidents 
analy ed in Veri on s 2017 Data Breach Investigations 

Report D I  involved social en ineerin  attac s

• icroso t esti ates that the hu an attac  sur ace will 
reach  billion by  Enterprises have a revolvin  
nu ber o  e ployees  partners  contractors  vendors  
custo ers  and so on  who all have access to enterprise 
resources and can e filtrate corporate data  both 
intentionally and unwittin ly

• ccordin  to the Pone on Institute s 2016 Cybersecurity 

Trend Report  two thirds o  technolo y pro essionals 
identified phishin  spear phishin  and social en ineer
in  as the bi est threats to their or ani ation  ter 
attac ers have the credentials needed to et the in or a
tion they want  no urther e ploits are needed

• ccordin  to a  study by Friedrich le ander 
niversity F   percent o  e ail users and  percent 

o  Faceboo  users will clic  on a lin  ro  an un nown 
sender

 » Technology vulnerabilities

• ava  dobe eader  and or dobe Flash is installed on  
percent o  all co puters  which eans those co puters 
are vulnerable to e ploit its  due to unpatched operatin  
syste s and or so tware

• ccordin  to y antec s Internet Security Threat Report 
I  ore than  percent o  all le iti ate websites 

contain an unpatched vulnerability

 » Endpoint	 ea nesses  Endpoint protection ay inadver
tently not be deployed to all endpoints

 » iscon urations  Protection is o ten outdated  leavin  
assets e posed and vulnerable to attac  and capabilities 
desi ned to protect the endpoint ay be turned o

Deception adds an o ensive layer to your security that increases 
the chances that an attacker in your network will be discovered. 
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ou can uickly and easily place an in nite amount of bait in your 
enterprise (such as fake credentials, les, vulnerable endpoints, 
critical assets, and so on) to deceive attackers into revealing 
themselves. Deception picks up where other security technologies 
leave o , providing o ensive tactics that can uncover the later 
stages of an attack.

Although most security technologies are designed to identify and 
stop the early stages of an attack, deception is optimized to identify 
the later stages. Based on the following simpli ed attack se uence 
(see Figure 4-1), most security technologies focus on steps 1, 2, 
3, and 6, whereas deception technologies target steps 1, 4, 5, and 
6 to uncover the attack activity that s already in the network. 
A recent Ponemon Institute report found that attackers dwell, on 
average, 191 days in the network before they’re detected; decep-
tion is designed to go on the o ensive to reveal attackers in your 
 network. It misleads attackers, disrupting their work ows and 
decisions, to uickly identify them and cut down on their dwell 
time, preventing them from accomplishing their attack ob ectives.

FIGURE  -1: Deception tar ets the post incursion sta es o  the attac  cycle

MODERN DECEPTION 
IT  S A TEC

y antec enables you to easily deploy an infinite a ount o  custo
i able deceptors also nown as bait  on endpoints throu hout your 
environ ent  so you can identi y attac ers in your networ  and pre
vent the  ro  achievin  their ob ectives  he y antec deception 
approach solves the endpoint reachability proble  that has pla ued 
vendors in the past

(continued)
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sin  the y antec Endpoint Protection a ent and ana e ent 
 console  the deception tools are already opti i ed to have ini al 
or even no tan ible per or ance i pact  here is no re uire ent to 
rela  firewall rules or enable vulnerable endpoint services  and you 
dont have to procure  ana e  or onitor any additional hardware  

ou si ply turn on deception to add bait on the endpoints in your 
environ ent  y placin  realistic bait on your endpoints  you si nifi
cantly increase the probability that an attac er will find it  ecause it s 
bait  there s no le iti ate reason or so eone to try to access the 
a e re ote connections  credentials  files  networ  shares  and so on  

so as soon as an atte pt is ade  you now you have an attac er  
he bait is re ularly tuned  onitored  and refined by y antec yber 
ecurity ervices

y antecs deception is supported by y antec yber ecurity 
ervices  or continuous threat onitorin  and incident 

response e pertise  and y antec onsultin  ervices  to custo i e 
your deception deploy ent to fit the tactics  techni ues  and proce
dures Ps  that will wor  best in your environ ent  o ether  they 
support

• Deployin  and custo i in  the initial bait e bedded throu hout 
your environ ent

• Providin  on oin   auto atic onitorin  o  any alerts 
 tri ered by EP s deception and other devices across your on  
pre ises and cloud environ ents — a  ecurity perations 

enter  analyst will contact you when an incident has been 
confir ed as critical  and provide you with the attac  details  
assets i pacted  and any reco ended courses o  action

• upplyin  incident response  which o ten re uires sealin  the 
entire suspected in ress path  orensics  and endpoint detection 
and response ED  analysis

• losin  the eedbac  loop to continue to refine the bait and opti
i e the deploy ent

EPs deception capabilities pic  up where ost security technolo ies 
leave o  addin  a co ple entary layer o  protection that enables 
you to o on the o ensive and lure attac ers out o  hidin

(continued)
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hapter 5

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Identifying potential attacks in your 
environment

 » Using a two-phased approach to threat 
intelligence

 » Stopping threats with real-time 
information

 » Automating and orchestrating an 
effective	response

 » Providing visibility to your security 
operations center (SOC)

Detection and Response

T
he old adage “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of 
cure” is as true in cybersecurity as it is in personal health. 
But in much the same way that people still get sick despite 

eating healthy, exercising regularly, and practicing good hygiene, 
endpoints still get infected and networks breached, despite best 
e orts to protect them.

hen an attack succeeds, early detection and fast, e ective 
response is crucial to minimize damage and fully recover   
ust as early detection and e ective treatment is often crucial to 

recovery in the case of a major illness. This chapter explores the 
role of detection and response in endpoint security.

Detecting and Prioritizing  
Suspicious Activity

Despite the changing i i g o t e d t ctics increasingly used 
by attackers (refer to Chapter 1 for more information about these 
tactics), many organizations continue to rely on signature-based 
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anti-malware and known indicators of compromise (IOCs) to 
identify attacks. Unfortunately, these detection methods can’t 
detect new, unknown, or zero-day threats and are unable to iden-
tify stolen user accounts or lateral movement. What’s needed is 
a way to e pose the unknown and unde ned   the anomalous 
signs of an endpoint compromise that aren’t tied to malware.

Uncovering these signs has typically fallen on the shoulders of the 
incident response (IR) team members. They’re the ones respon-
sible for following up on an alert or a tip from law enforcement, 
a customer, or a partner that something might be wrong. These 
cyberanalysts are responsible for guring out what is happening 
and, if it’s an attack, addressing the impact.

However, IR can typically take days, weeks, or even months as the 
team collects and sifts through mountains of data investigating 
an incident that may end up being a false alarm and a waste of 
time. For every digital artifact the team nds, more uestions and 
manual investigations may need to be performed.

To completely remediate an attack, the entire attack se uence 
needs to be revealed and all potentially impacted systems iden-
ti ed and prioritized. Unfortunately, most of the time, the root 
cause and full attack timeline can’t be found, leaving the organi-
zation vulnerable to reinfection. It’s like a whack-a-mole strat-
egy: When one thing gets shut down, something else pops up.

hat s needed is a way to see the full picture   to see how every-
thing ts together, so that attack activity stands out and is fully 
understood.

Leveraging Threat Analytics Using  
Cloud-Based Threat Intelligence

Rather than relying on a single IOC or source of threat intelli-
gence, cloud-based threat intelligence looks at the whole picture 
from every angle. It uses automated threat analytics to efficiently 
examine your endpoint environment as a whole. It dynamically 
baselines what is normal to make it easy to uickly identify soft-
ware, con guration, and behavioral anomalies that aren t normal 
or e pected. This approach is e ective at identifying unknown, 
zero-day threats because there are no preconceptions about what 
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to look for and no need to have prior knowledge of trouble spots. 
It lets the actual activity (data) do the talking.

To e ectively leverage threat analytics using cloud-based threat 
intelligence, organizations should adopt these two phases.

Phase one: Environment assessment
Phase one is a top-down examination of the environment, which 
ultimately narrows down the scope of what needs to be looked at 
more carefully to a manageable set of endpoints. During this phase, 
metadata from endpoints is collected and analyzed to understand 
usage patterns, statistical outliers, user behavior anomalies, and 
vulnerabilities. This phase can identify the following:

 » Threat events: Correlated across multiple control points, 
including endpoint, network, and email. Correlated events 
can prioritize which incidents security analysts need to 
investigate.

 » Adversary intelligence: Helps identify if an organization is 
under targeted attack. This type of high-value feed highlights 
which indicators of targeted attack require the most urgent 
level of response.

 » Continuous recording: Endpoint activity, including process 
starts and stops, module loads and unloads, and user 
session lo on and lo o

 » User account abuse: ser profiles and lo on events that 
indicate potential account abuse, accounts that have cracked 
passwords, or pass-the-hash lateral movement behavior.

 » Persistence mechanisms: Registry, load order, tasks, 
startup programs, and other methods that enable software 
to persist on an endpoint, even after a reboot, are examined 
to identify any threats and establish timestamp information 
as a starting point for future timeline analysis.

 » Memory and dynamic link library (DLL) injection: Loaded 
memory is examined to determine if programs have been 
injected into other programs, which is a common technique 
used by remote access tools and malware.

 » Command line and interactive behavior: Prefetch, 
superfetch, lnk, shellbags, most recently used (MRU), registry 
entries  and file ti esta ps are used to locate suspicious 
program and user behavior.
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 » Perimeter event logs: Perimeter security device event logs 
are examined to help identify potential attacks, vulnerable 
machines, and previous infections.

 » Domain name system (DNS) logs: DNS logs are examined 
to help identify at-risk machines.

Phase two: Deep analysis and  
t reat	 e avior	veri cation
Phase two takes a closer look at high-risk endpoints, identi ed 
in phase one, to validate threats and reveal the full extent of the 
incident’s activity. Instead of the traditional, broad analysis of 
hard drive and memory images, relevant data and digital artifacts 
needed to validate an attack are collected. These may include mas-
ter le table records, event logs, registry hives, change ournals, 
memory snapshots, and other sources. The information is auto-
matically normalized, organized, and reconstructed into an attack 
timeline, so analysts can see the root cause and all the impacted 
components of the attack. In addition, this phase includes the 
following:

 » Active threat hunting: oo in  or specific Io s and 
searchin  or specific arti acts across all endpoints  and the 
ability to search or and ac uire files or urther endpoint 
analysis.

 » Sandboxing and payload detonation: E ecution o  files in 
an isolated sandbox environment, and on physical hardware 
if they are virtual machine-aware.

 » Additional indicators: Additional queries can be created to 
uic ly and e ciently search the environ ent as a whole or 

other known indicators of threats.

 » Network connections and IP reputation: Network 
connections from suspicious processes are compared 
a ainst an IP reputation database

 » Software usage history: Event logs are examined to 
determine if any client-side software has crashed. Crash logs 
may also be used. This provides a starting point for timeline 
analysis and helps determine whether a machine has been 
exploited.
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 » Memory artifacts: Memory snapshots of suspicious 
processes and modules are examined, including strings and 
possibly code.

Isolating and Investigating Threats
With the endpoint visibility and analysis that cloud-based threat 
intelligence provides, IR analysts have what they need to uickly 
spot, understand, isolate, and shut down threats in your environ-
ment. Rather than relying on costly, time-consuming manual IR 
processes to try to piece together what’s happening in your envi-
ronment, you have the root cause and timeline at your ngertips.

By arming your IR team with the right digital evidence and con-
textual information, you can:

 » Understand threats in your environment. Identi y all 
a ected endpoints  e pose lateral ove ent and user 
account propagation, and document the technical details of 
a breach.

 » Respond faster. Plan and e ecute an e ective response that 
remediates all impacted components of the attack to ensure 
nothing persists.

 » Reduce risk. a e confi uration chan es  based on 
vulnerabilities identified in the environ ent  to i prove your 
overall security stance, and establish processes for continu-
ous monitoring of the network to help you get ahead of 
threats.

Remediation
Given the speed and scale of modern cyberattacks, the size and 
complexity of the enterprise computing environment, and the 
limited security resources available in most organizations, reme-
diation must increasingly be automated and orchestrated when 
possible.
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Remediation capabilities should support the following actions:

 » Quarantine an endpoint while an investigation is in progress 
to fortify against the spread of a threat.

 » lac list files  s  and IP addresses that are nown to be 
malicious.

 » Delete files and all their associated arti acts that i pacted 
the endpoint.

Investigators should be able to execute these actions across all 
impacted endpoints with one administrative task or automate 
remediation actions within playbooks.

Looking at Integration with SOC
Integrating detection and response tools with your security oper-
ations center (SOC) provides security analysts with a uick dash-
board view of potential threats in the environment. Organizations 
want to leverage their SOC investments by:

 » E tendin  tic etin  and service auto ation wor ow into 
existing processes with platforms like ServiceNow and 
Phantom

 » Visualizing endpoint detection and response (EDR) data 
alongside other security information using pre-built apps for 
security in or ation and event ana e ent IE  solu-
tions li e plun  rc i ht  and I  adar

 » I ple entin  s ooth inte rations with other security 
products using open application programming interfaces 

PIs  that support data ac uisition and security analyst 
actions li e endpoint isolation  file blac list  and delete
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IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Recognizing mobile security challenges 
and limitations of traditional security

 » Addressing mobile threat defense with 
next-generation solutions

Mobile Threat Defense

T
his chapter looks at the mobile attack surface, the short-
comings of traditional mobile security approaches, and the 
requirements for a robust next-generation mobile threat 

defense solution that leverages pervasive analytics to predictively 
identify threats and, if necessary, proactively stop attacks without 
disrupting users’ mobile productivity.

Mobile Devices: An Exposed  
Attack Surface

As the connected world becomes even more connected by the 
day, cyber threats have been retooled to attack ubiquitous mobile 
endpoints. Although attack vectors still include physical (device) 
threats, the focus has shifted more toward exploiting vulner-
abilities in networks, mobile apps, mobile operating systems, 
and mobile user behavior. It follows that next-generation mobile 
security must be able to holistically protect sensitive data lever-
aging a multilayered security model that can stay ahead of attack-
ers in all the mobile attack vectors.
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Many IT departments have mirrored their mindsets for protecting 
desktop/laptop computing over to protecting mobile endpoints. 
The problem that arises is an “apples and oranges” dilemma. 

obile security re uires di erent approaches due to uni ue char-
acteristics, including:

 » ifferent	resources  Mobile devices have limited battery life 
and processing power, so even though desktops and laptops 
can simultaneously run multiple applications in the back-

round  obile security solutions ust be unified and 
e tre ely e cient

 » ifferent	operatin 	syste s  Due to the design of modern 
mobile operating systems (that is, app sandboxing), apps are 
li ited ro  onitorin  and controllin  other apps

 » ifferent	user	 e avior  The bring-your-own-device (BYOD) 
trend is here to stay  y conver in  wor  and personal li e 
into a single mobile device, employees can work more 
collaboratively and e ciently  owever  it can be a challen e 
to en orce security policies on an e ployee owned device  
Because these users administer their own devices, they 
decide what networks to connect to, what apps to install, 
and when to update to the latest security patches, all of 
which ay add ris  to the or ani ation

Most current mobile security programs are designed to respond 
reactively to attacks rather than to proactively nd intrusions 
and stop them in their tracks before damage is done. With the 
evolution of threats on multiple attack vectors, purely reactive 
security does too little, too late: Reactive measures often only 
apply policies after sensitive data has already been lost. Targeted, 
well-planned attacks may not need much of a window to acquire 
critical data, like enterprise credentials, which may lead to even 
greater breaches.

Traditionally, enterprise mobile security has been based on mobile 
device management (MDM) and containerization as part of reac-
tive strategies, or proactive but intrusive approaches, like persist-
ent VPN tunneling to remediate threats and attacks:

 » MDM: Although MDM can ensure that basic security and 
compliance policies are set on mobile devices, it lacks active 
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threat detection  It can only passively en orce obile security 
best practices without the ability to proactively seek, identify, 
and defend against device, app, and network-level attacks, 
threats  and intrusions

 » Containerization: Containerization doesn’t provide complete 
device security  It s a passive approach that o ers no 
proactive threat defense to identify attacks and vulnerabili-
ties outside of containers, and when a device is compro-

ised  the containers provide no protection at all  
Containerization also puts limitations on user enablement 
and obile productivity  hus  it isn t user riendly and 
makes work on the device more cumbersome, often causing 
mobile users to adopt what’s referred to as shadow IT 

practices to wor  around containeri ation  Finally  any o  
the most important security features of containerization, 
such as password-protected access to enterprise apps, are 
now o ered natively by the latest versions o  obile 
operatin  syste s

hadow I  is a cultural trend  lar ely driven by D and the 
consu eri ation o  I  in which end users lar ely bypass 
corporate I  resources to procure  install  and support I  
devices  applications  and services on their own

 » VPN tunneling: Although this approach may work well for 
desktops and laptops, it fails mobile users on multiple levels:

• Disrupted privacy and enablement: Running VPN 
tunneling 24/7 results in an unacceptable drain on device 
battery li e  ost D users also won t adopt tunnelin  
because they don’t wish to have their personal activity 
tunneled and monitored by their employer or a third-
party solution

• Lack of seamless continuity: VPN tunneling can cause 
si nificant latency proble s a ectin  productivity and 
wor ow  lthou h addin  pro y servers can iti ate 
latency  doin  so co es with a he ty price ta  e ardless 
o  the nu bers o  VP  servers available to route tra c  
any connectivity issue on a proxy server can kill all data 
personal and business  co unications on a device

• Incomplete security: Communications within an internal 
networ  don t use tunnelin
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Although each of these three approaches does o er some value, 
none of them is a complete security solution, and combining them 
still doesn t o er the proactive defense essential to protecting 
both corporate data and end-user experience.

Mobile devices are exposed to orders of magnitude more threats 
than laptops and desktops, with attackers actively seeking to 
breach devices via multiple mobile attack vectors. Staying ahead 
of this new breed of attacks requires a revolutionary approach to 
mobile security that goes beyond simply detecting attacks and 
sending noti cations. Only by predicting attacks based on mul-
tilayered, crowd-based risk assessment, detecting actual attacks, 
and proactively protecting sensitive data on the device and in 
connected systems can mobile truly be secure.

Protecting against Network, Device, OS, 
and Application Vulnerabilities

Predictive intelligence and analytics that can instantly extract 
insights from big data have been pivotal to business success in 
the connected world. Enterprises can leverage the same powerful 
capabilities to upgrade their mobile security into a stronger breed 
of defense. Proactive mobile threat defense maintains intelligent 
security thresholds 24/7, ensuring business continuity by pre-
dicting, detecting, and preventing attacks along the full range 
of mobile attack vectors: physical (device-level), mobile apps, 
mobile operating system, networks, and mobile user behavior.

According to Statista, more than half of all global web traffic was 
from mobile devices in 2017. The November 2017 Ericsson Mobil-

ity Report estimates that total mobile data traffic (which includes 
web browsing, le sharing, software downloads, audio, video, 
and social networking) will increase from 14 exabytes per month 
worldwide in 2017 to 110 exabytes per month worldwide in 2023. 
Thus, attackers will increasingly target mobile platforms and 
enterprises that continue to use legacy IT solutions originally 
designed for desktop-based assets, making them easy prey.

Mobile workers often join public networks (such as Wi-Fi 
hotspots) when cell tower bandwidth is limited or cellular 
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coverage is poor, or to limit their use of expensive cellular data 
plans. Next-generation mobile threat defense should be able to 
recognize public locations that are suspicious by correlating mil-
lions of data points, gathered from public networks via crowd 
wisdom and performing anomaly detection. Crowd wisdom and 
instant socializing of detected threats from other mobile devices 
can infuse next-generation mobile threat defense with the real-
time social proo ng to accurately and efficiently ag suspicious 
public hotspots. A similar social-proo ng threat detection can be 
applied to mobile app downloads.

Though more complicated and costly, attackers can launch attacks 
via cellular interfaces   even when users turn o  their devices  
Wi-Fi connection.

Finally, mobile threat defense must encourage users to take 
appropriate actions and not leave themselves more vulnera-
ble to attacks. Ideally, next-generation mobile threat defense 
should continuously educate and garner the trust of end users by 
showing relevant, timely, and actionable alerts. Several impor-
tant ways of gaining employee trust and ensuring rapid adoption 
include providing:

 » Non-invasive experiences: Most employees, contractors, 
and partners prefer mobile security to work in the back-

round without in rin in  on their privacy or productivity

 » Minimal footprint: To maintain mobile security thresholds 
24/7, the mobile threat defense solution should constantly 
run in the background, which is only possible by minimizing 
the solution’s footprint regarding battery and bandwidth 
utili ation

 » Ease of use: I  a obile security solution disrupts the 
familiar mobile experiences of employees, it may cause 
adoption churn and poor overall co pliance

 » Accurate alerts: Non-adoption of mobile security can also 
result ro  alert ati ue caused by too any alse positives  
When this happens, mobile users will quickly start ignoring 
alerts
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REAL-TIME PROTECTIONS ARE 
ESSENTIAL TO MOBILE SECURITY
Detecting active threats and recognizing risky situations are clearly a 
first step in bein  able to secure obile devices  ut what happens 
then  It isn t enou h to si ply identi y an incident i  your end oal is 
to protect your sensitive data that either resides on, or may be 
accessed by  obile devices   co on re ediation approach is to 
integrate with an MDM solution that has policy enforcement capabili-
ties and will respond to a device that is a ed as nonco pliant by 
re ovin  enterprise access privile es  n ortunately  this can ta e 
ti e and is o ten too little  too late

Mobile Threat Defense must be able to respond on-device, instantly, 
and independently of other solutions, because it can take less than a 
second for a hacker to steal corporate credentials and other sensitive 
in or ation  oo  or a solution that has real ti e protections that 
activate automatically in response to any elevated risk and return to 
ull unction the o ent the ris  is re oved

The most powerful of these features is Mobile Network Access 
Control (mNAC), which allows the mobile app to protect data in a 
 variety o  ways   should be able to bloc  co unication with 
your sensitive servers and services to prevent a hacker from capturing 
credentials and data   should also have in or ation about 
known malicious command and control servers so those can be 
bloc ed  re ardless o  the attac  vector —  e ail  alware  and 
so on  ther real ti e protection echanis s to loo  or include on
de and VP  or when an unsa e i Fi is identified  or bloc in  the 
installation of malware, or terminating a malicious process operating 
with elevated privile es

Almost as important as it is to take immediate protective actions, it’s 
also highly desirable for mobile threat defense to return the device to 
full function and access in real time, as soon as a threat is removed, to 
opti i e end user productivity  side ro  the obvious ain in pro-
ductivity that comes from rapid remediation, there is a less tangible 
benefit o  usability and user satis action when security interruptions 
are ini i ed  he ore sea less this process is  the happier users 
will be and the higher overall compliance will be, leading to a more 
secure obile in rastructure
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 » Recognizing the reality of software 
vulnerabilities

 » Taking control of your endpoints with full 
visibility

Good Endpoint Hygiene 
with Patch Management

A
n e ective and comprehensive patch management strat-
egy is an essential part of securing and protecting your 
organization. The vast ma ority of vulnerabilities being 

e ploited are ones for which a  has already been available from 
the software vendor such as the annaCry ransomware attack 
that took place two months after the patch had been released by 

icrosoft. This chapter discusses vulnerabilities, e ploits, and the 
critical role of patch management in endpoint security.

The Continuing Issues with 
Vulnerabilities

Security vulnerabilities in operating systems and application 
software are a fact of life. Continuous delivery (CD) and con-
tinuous integration (CI) models for application development are 
a double-edged blade with regard to vulnerabilities. On the one 
side, patches can be uickly released and efficiently delivered as 
soon as a vulnerability is discovered. On the other side, a vulner-
ability is more likely to e ist in software that is rushed to market 
on accelerated timelines. This may e plain the recent increase in 
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the number of vulnerabilities detected in software applications 
and operating systems. For e ample, according to C E Details, 
the number of vulnerabilities discovered between 2017 and 2018 
increased 128 percent.

Thus, e ective patch management is   and will always 
be   essential to good endpoint security. Unfortunately, too 
many organizations lack full visibility and control of all their 
 endpoints   desktop and laptop PCs, tablets, mobile phones, and 
other devices   to ensure vulnerabilities are fully patched in a 
timely and e ective manner.

The initial release of indows 10 marked a fundamental shift to a 
indows-as-a-service paradigm for updating the operating sys-

tem. A short time later, icrosoft adopted a similar model for 
keeping indows 7 and 8.1 up-to-date. The move to a indows- 
as-a-service model wasn t unprecedented because icrosoft had 
been using a similar model for keeping Office 365 updated. Along 
with the shift to a service-based paradigm, icrosoft introduced 
signi cant changes to the manner in which updates are pack-
aged, distributed, and installed. However, enterprises must still 
test indows updates and ensure they re installed promptly and 
correctly on all their indows-based devices. These icrosoft 
updates can be uite large and so the option to use other deploy-
ment methods such as a multicasting or peer-to-peer package 
downloading capabilities can be a great alternative, especially 
for remote sites where downloading large les from the AN is 
undesirable.

ull	Endpoint	Estate	 isi ility  	Inside	 
and Outside the Network

The modern threat landscape includes worms, malware, and 
ransomware targeting and e ploiting known vulnerabilities in 
unpatched and or underpatched operating systems and applica-
tions, resulting in costly, unproductive downtime and, in some 
cases, enormous damage to a company s reputation.

In addition, most organizations today have remote or mobile 
workers who may seldom connect to the corporate network. 
These roaming endpoints may go weeks or even months with-
out connecting to the network and as a result can fall behind in 
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receiving the latest software updates and security patches. This 
combined with the increased number of vulnerabilities and the 
associated patches that are needed to be deployed further com-
plicates this challenge. Organizations must be able to deploy soft-
ware updates and patches regardless of where these endpoints are 
located and how often they connect to the network. It only takes 
one unpatched system to wreak havoc in an environment.

Another common challenge for many organizations is the 
e panded use of non- icrosoft operating systems and applica-
tions. any organizations are using a mi  of acOS, Uni , and 
Linu  along with many third-party applications (Adobe, Google, 
ava, Oracle, and so on). The ability to patch these operating 

 systems and applications is critical. In fact, also according to C E 
Details, recent data shows that 76 percent of the top 50 vulner-
abilities found were from non- icrosoft applications and oper-
ating systems and therefore re uire careful attention. Using a 
single tool to test, deploy, and manage all the patches is highly 
recommended to centralize and simplify what can otherwise be a 
 comple  and time-consuming process.

EFFECTIVE PATCH MANAGEMENT
o address enterprise needs or e ective patch ana e ent in all 

devices and applications — both on and o  the networ  — a robust 
patch ana e ent solution should include

• road covera e across operatin  syste s such as indows  
ac  inu  or e a ple  ed at  ent  and E  as well as 

ndroid and pple i

• road support or applications such as ce  dobe   
and racle

• ppropriate prioriti ation o  updates don t set hi her than neces-
sary  to ini i e cost and service disruption

• uto ation and opti i ation o  the patchin  process

• upport or on pre ises  peer to peer  and cloud based patch 
distribution

• roupin  o  assets or patch deploy ent — or e a ple  to test 
the i pact on a syste  or application or to distribute critical 
patches to specific hi her ris  user roups
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Further fueling the need for e ective, timely management of 
patch updates, es, and remediation is an increasing concern 
around governance and regulatory compliance, such as the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), Payment 
Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS), and many oth-
ers. Regulatory compliance mandates have forced enterprises to 
implement better control and oversight of their software and 
devices.
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Integrating Endpoint 
Security with the 
Rest of Your Security 
Infrastructure

E
ndpoint security is just one of the defense layers, albeit an 
important one. Organizations already invest in network 
security such as web and email gateways, IT ticketing sys-

tems, and Security Operations Center (SOC) infrastructure. 
However, in most cases, all these investments work in silo leading 
to gaps in security that attackers try to exploit, high operational 
complexity, and high total cost of operations, as this chapter 
discusses.

The Need for Integrated Cyber Defense
Today’s security infrastructure fragmentation is largely a result 
of organic, well-meaning reactions to rapid technology shifts. 
Cobbled-together collections of isolated point products simply 
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can’t protect your organization, no matter how good they are 
individually. The only viable, long-term answer is an integrated, 
platform approach where all your security technologies, services, 
and threat intelligence work together to safeguard your people 
and information. Figure 8-1 shows the anatomy of an Integrated 
Cyber Defense platform architecture.

Web and Email Gateways
To strengthen security across the network, endpoint protection 
ought to be integrated with secure web gateways (web proxies) 
and email gateways. So how should this integration work? The 
network gateways (web or email) are your rst line of defense. 
They use technologies such as advanced machine learning, heu-
ristics, threat intelligence, sandboxing, and more to identify  
malicious content.

These detections should be pushed down to the endpoint protec-
tion agent to orchestrate rapid remediation (for example, black-
listing, undo actions, and more) to prevent lateral spread. In 
addition, the endpoint detections should also be shared with the 
network gateways to strengthen network security. Overall, the 
integration increases security efficacy for both the network and 
endpoints.

Security Information and  
Event Managers (SIEM)

SIEM integration should allow customers to stream or export 
threat events to a SIEM directly via a connector or app that can 
replicate event data generated by Endpoint Protection solutions 

FIGURE  -1: Anatomy of an Integrated Cyber Defense platform.
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and Endpoint Detection and Response tools. These integrations 
should help SOC teams correlate and prioritize threat data with 
other critical events collected by the SIEM, providing broader 
visibility into the customer environment. The improved visibil-
ity and correlation should reduce the number of alerts SOC teams 
chase and ensure the focus is on urgent investigative tasks. The 
SOC team should also have the ability to drill down from dash-
board views in the SIE  to get enriched details for a speci c event 
or incident.

In addition, the SIEM integration should allow incident respond-
ers to blacklist and delete malicious les and isolate compromised 
endpoints directly from the SIEM console, initiating these actions 
that get executed by the endpoint agent.

For example, a security analyst should be able to view on the SIEM 
dashboard the top ten suspicious les, then drill down to see if 
there s any particular le hash related to the speci c event or 
incident along with telemetry and analytics available. If required, 
the analyst should be able to quarantine the impacted endpoints 
during the investigation and then blacklist and delete les, all 
within the SIEM console.

Security Orchestration, Automation,  
and Response (SOAR)

Security Orchestration, Automation, and Response (SOAR) inte-
gration should allow customers to collect disparate security 
and threat data from a variety of di erent sources and enable 
automated and standardized incident response work ows (also 
assisted by human investigators). The integration should stream-
line the de nition and e ecution of incident analysis and response 
procedures via automated playbooks (built-in and customized by 
the organization).

SOC teams should rely on SOAR integrations to orchestrate secu-
rity and nonsecurity products so that the resulting data ows can 
be used for automation tasks that human investigators would 
otherwise need to perform.

SOAR integrations should bring together events from endpoint 
protection, detection and response, data loss prevention, and 
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network proxies to enable end-to-end management of incidents 
from initiation to closure.

Ticketing
Ticketing integration should allow customers to leverage their 
e isting support noti cation and routing rules. anagement 
should be able to monitor the progress of critical requests and 
report on incident performance metrics. This integration should 
ensure that each organizational function gets noti ed if an inci-
dent impacts their operations. Automated work ows that inte-
grate incident data and associated events should support timely 
response and, if necessary, escalation.
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hapter 9

I 	T IS	C A TE

 » eepin 	your	end	users	safe

 » ardenin 	endpoints

 » eployin 	 oneypots

 » Ta in 	security	to	t e	cloud	and	
inte ratin 	your	security	ecosyste

 » reventin 	soft are	e ploits

Ten	Tips	for	Effective	
Endpoint	Security

T
 
his chapter gives you ten tips for e ective endpoint security 
in your organization:

 » Conduct	end user	security	a areness	trainin  All the 
best security technologies and processes won’t protect your 
endpoints if a user unwittingly reveals her password to an 
attacker. Cybercriminals target the weakest link in your 
security chain. Don’t let your end users be that link. Conduct 
short, frequent, focused, relevant, and engaging security 
awareness training for your end users in a variety of formats 
such as in-person classes, short videos, one-on-one sessions, 
apps and a ification  e ail newsletters  and ore

 » arden	your	endpoints	 it 	application	isolation	and	
control  Whitelist known good applications, blacklist known 
bad applications, and isolate potentially good, but risky 
applications to prevent exploitation.

 » e	deceptive  Honeypots and honeynets allow the good 
guys to turn the tables on the bad guys by misdirecting 
attacks to fake targets and data while simultaneously 
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revealing an attacker’s presence on the network and his 
tactics and techniques.

 » se	personal	 re alls	and	 ost ased	intrusion	preven
tion	syste s	 I S  Extend network security to the 
endpoint with personal firewalls and IP  to bloc  or drop 

alicious tra c at the endpoint

 » Install	a	data	loss	prevention	 	solution  Whether 
accidental or intentional, data loss can cause serious damage 
to an organization. DLP technologies can scan outgoing 
e ails and file trans ers or sensitive data such as ocial 

ecurity nu bers and credit card in or ation  and restrict 
transmission based on policy as well as prevent users from 
copyin  sensitive data onto re ovable edia  such as  
thumb drives.

 » Ena le	dis 	encryption  Encrypting storage on your 
endpoint devices protects sensitive data in the event a 
device is lost or stolen. Many data privacy laws have safe 
harbor provisions for encrypted drives.

 » rotect	 o ile	devices  Mobile devices drastically expand 
your attack surface. Mobile users don’t think twice about 
connectin  their D s artphone to a public i Fi hotspot  
Enable security features on your users’ mobile devices, 
including malware protection, and install mobile device 

ana e ent D  and obile application ana e ent 
 solutions

 » evera e	cloud ased	t reat	intelli ence  Cloud-based 
threat intelligence provides real-time threat information that 
helps protect your endpoints from zero-day threats and 
extends your security resources by leveraging security 
expertise from your vendor.

 » Inte rate	endpoint	security	 it 	t e	rest	of	your	
security	ecosyste  Enable e ective correlation o  events 
by operating all of your security solutions as part of a 
comprehensive security strategy that provides a single 
pane-of-glass view into your environment.

 » atc 	vulnera ilities  Attackers exploit unpatched vulner-
abilities in software and operating systems to infect end-
points with malware and pivot their attacks to other targets 
on the networ  Installin  and veri yin  patches in a ti ely 

anner is crucial to e ective endpoint security
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Glossary
ActiveX: A software framework created by Microsoft that adapts 
its earlier COM and OLE technologies for content downloaded 
from a network, such as the Internet. See also Component Object 
Model (COM) and Object Linking and Embedding (OLE).

artificial intelligence (AI): The ability of a computer to interact 
with and learn from its environment, and then automatically per-
form actions without being explicitly programmed.

BITSAdmin: A command-line tool used to create and monitor the 
progress of downloads and uploads.

bring your own device (BYOD): A mobile device policy that per-
mits employees to use their personal mobile devices in the work-
place for work-related and personal business.

business email compromise (BEC): An exploit in which the 
attacker gains unauthorized access to a corporate email account 
and spoofs the email account owner’s identity to defraud the 
company and/or its employees, customers, and partners.

Component Object Model (COM): A platform-independent, 
object-oriented system for creating binary software components 
that can interact. COM is the foundation technology for Micro-
soft OLE and ActiveX. See also Object Linking and Embedding and 
ActiveX.

cryptocurrency: A form of digital currency, such as Bitcoin, that 
uses encryption to control the creation of currency and verify the 
transfer of funds, independent of a central bank or authority.
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deceptor: Bait, such as fake database credentials or les, used 
in deception technologies to lure attackers into revealing their 
presence.

domain name system (DNS): A hierarchical, decentralized direc-
tory service database that converts domain names to IP addresses.

dynamic link library (DLL): A type of le used in icrosoft oper-
ating systems that enables multiple programs to share program-
ming instructions contained in a single le to perform speci c 
functions.

ECMAScript: A scripting-language speci cation standardized by 
Ecma International in ECMA-262 and ISO/IEC 16262.

endpoint: A desktop or laptop computer or mobile device.

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR): European regulation 
containing provisions that strengthens data protection for Euro-
pean Union (EU) citizens and addresses the export of personal 
data outside the EU.

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA): 
U.S. regulation that protects con dentiality and data privacy of 
PHI. See also protected health information (PHI).

honeynet: Also referred to as a honeyfarm, a large deployment of 
honeypots. See also honeypot.

honeypot: Computing resource used to detect, de ect, or other-
wise disrupt a cyberattack.

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP): An application protocol for 
transmitting distributed and collaborative information.

indicators of compromise (IOCs): An artifact observed on a net-
work or in an operating system that is likely to be associated with 
a breach attempt.

Internet Relay Chat (IRC): An application layer protocol that facil-
itates communication in text form using a client-server network.

JavaScript: A high-level, dynamic, lightweight interpreted pro-
gramming language used to make webpages interactive and pro-
vide online programs.
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JScript: Microsoft’s dialect of the ECMAScript standard that is 
used in Microsoft’s Internet Explorer. See also ECMAScript.

keystroke logger: A malware program that records keystrokes for 
illicit purposes, such as acquiring user IDs, passwords, and other 
con dential information. See also malware.

logic bomb: A program designed to perform some malicious func-
tion when a predetermined circumstance occurs. See also malware.

machine learning (ML): A method of data analysis that enables 
computers to analyze a dataset and automatically perform actions 
based on the results without being explicitly programmed.

malware: alicious software or rmware that typically damages, 
takes control of, or collects information from a computer, includ-
ing viruses, worms, Trojan horses (including remote access Tro-
jans, or RATs), logic bombs, keystroke loggers, ransomware, and 
spyware. See also virus, worm, Trojan horse, remote access Trojan 
(RAT), logic bomb, keystroke logger, ransomware, and spyware.

master boot record (MBR): The most important data structure on 
a storage drive, containing the master boot code, disk signature, 
and partition table for the drive.

master file table (MFT): A database le that contains information 
about every le and directory on an NTFS volume. See also New 
Technology File System (NTFS).

metamorphism: A technique used in a virus to change its appear-
ance in host programs without necessarily depending on encryp-
tion. The di erence in appearance comes from changes made by 
the virus to its own body. See also polymorphism.

mobile device management (MDM): Software used to manage the 
administration of mobile devices.

network address translation (NAT): A technique used to con-
vert internal, privately used IP addresses to external, public IP 
addresses.

New Technology File System (NTFS): A le system developed by 
icrosoft to store and retrieve les on a hard drive.
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Object Linking and Embedding (OLE): A technology developed by 
Microsoft that allows embedding and linking to documents and 
other objects.

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS): Tech-
nology standard implemented to protect personal data related to 
credit, debit, and cash card transactions.

Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act 
(PIPEDA): Canadian regulation that protects the privacy of per-
sonal information for Canadian citizens.

phishing: A social-engineering cyberattack technique widely 
used in identity theft crimes in which an email, purportedly from 
a known legitimate business (typically, nancial institutions, 
online auctions, retail stores, and so on), requests the recipient to 
verify personal information online at a forged or hijacked website.

polymorphism: A technique used in a virus to change its appear-
ance in host programs. For instance, it encrypts its body with 
a di erent key each time and prepends a decryption routine to 
itself. The decryption routine (known as the decryptor) is mutated 
randomly across virus instances, so as to be not easily recogniz-
able. See also metamorphism.

PowerShell: A task-based command-line shell and scripting lan-
guage built on the icrosoft .NET framework.

protected health information (PHI): Special type of information 
under U.S. law that includes any information about a health status, 
provisioning of health care, or payment for health care collected 
by a covered entity (such as a healthcare provider or insurance 
company) that can be linked to a speci c individual.

PsExec: A server utility that lets you execute Microsoft Windows 
Server processes on a remote system and redirect output to the 
local system without installing client software.

ransomware: alware that encrypts les on an infected server 
or endpoint and demands a ransom payment, usually crypto-
currency, to retrieve the decryption key. See also malware and 
cryptocurrency.
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remote access Trojan (RAT): Malware that controls a system via a 
remote network connection for criminal, malicious, or unauthor-
ized purposes. See also malware.

remote desktop protocol (RDP): A Microsoft protocol used to con-
nect to another computer over a network connection.

script kiddie: An individual who doesn’t have any programming 
or hacking skills, but instead uses scripts, malware, exploits, and 
other hacking tools developed by others to attack an endpoint or 
network.

security information and event management (SIEM): Provides 
real-time analysis of network and application security alerts.

security operation center (SOC): A facility that provides informa-
tion security monitoring, assessment, defense, and remediation 
for compute and network resources both on premises and in the 
cloud.

server message block (SMB): A client-server communications 
protocol used to share les, printers, and other resources on a 
network.

spear phishing: A targeted phishing attack, for example, against 
a particular organization or part of an organization. See also 
phishing.

spyware: Malware that’s installed on an endpoint (such as a 
user’s computer), often for the purpose of collecting information 
about the user’s Internet usage or for taking control of the user’s 
device. See also malware.

tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs): A cyberthreat intel-
ligence approach that analyzes the patterns and methods of a 
threat actor or group of threat actors to develop more e ective 
security responses.

Trojan horse: Malware that purports to perform a given function, 
but that actually performs some other (usually malicious) func-
tion. See also malware.

update sequence number (USN): A 64-bit number in Active Direc-
tory that increments as changes occur in the directory.
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virtual network computing (VNC): A desktop sharing application 
used to remotely control another computer.

virtual private network (VPN): A private network that uses 
encryption and encapsulation to communicate securely over pub-
lic networks.

virus: A set of computer instructions that embeds itself within 
another computer program in order to replicate itself. See also 
malware.

Visual Basic Script (VBScript): An Active Scripting language 
developed by Microsoft and modeled on Visual Basic.

Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM): An industry ini-
tiative to develop a standard technology for accessing manage-
ment information in an enterprise environment.

Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI): The Microsoft 
implementation of WBEM that provides the infrastructure for 
management data and operations on Windows-based operating 
systems. See also Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM).

Windows Script Host (WSH): An automation technology for the 
Windows operating system that provides scripting abilities com-
parable to batch les but with a wider range of supported features.

Windows Scriptlet (SCT): A script used to create a COM object 
that may be written in VBScript, JavaScript, or Jscript, and runs 
in Windows if WSH is installed. See also Component Object Model 
(COM), VBScript, JavaScript, Jscript, and Windows Script Host 
(WSH).

worm: Malware that usually has the capability to replicate itself 
from computer to computer without human interaction. See also 
malware.

WScript: A Windows service that allows you to execute VBScript 
les. See also VBScript.
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